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71  Death... 

Figures flashed through the roof of the deserted city. Their speed swift and 
their aura startling. 

While they be radiating miniscule amounts of 'Dust', indicating that they were 
no Super soldier. But their speed and strength they displayed, crossing twenty 
meters in a single leap was enough to rival a newly created Super soldier. 

All of a sudden, the moving figures slowed down and settled at the roof of a 
sky scraper whose side seemed to have been cleaved through by a gigantic 
knife. 

The figures stood up top the half sliced building, gazing down the into the 
street. 

"There!" 

One of the figures whispered and the other two turned their focus at the street 
below. 

These figures were actually Tyrion, Jason and the wounded Vander. 

Because they weren't willing to see Alicia die and sacrifice hd life for theirs, 
they came back. 

Tyrion had pointed a street away from them. From their vantage pout of view, 
they could only see several dots as it was almost a kilometer away. 

Despite being a genetic soldier, ones senses still had to be honed in other to 
acquire true sight or an acute hearing. 

"That's Alicia, I can recognize her figure anywhere." Jason said with an 
excited expression. 

Vander clenched his only fist and spoke. "It's good she's not dead." 

 All the while, Tyrion remained silent. 



"She seem to be surrounded by those group of tyrants; Lion Heart. We should 
kill them where they stands!" Jason growled angrily once he caught sight of 
several figures from the Lion Heart academy squad surround Alicia. 

"But why are they not attacking?" Tyrion couldn't help but mutter. 

Vander immediately snorted. "While Alicia might not be a Fiendgod candidate, 
her potential is already astonishing. With her strength, she would make sure 
to kill at least tow to three of them before giving in!" magic 

Jason nodded his head as his face turned serious. "Let's go help her." 

Without hesitation, both the injured Vander and the furious Jason jumped 
down from the sky scraper. There figures bouncing between buildings, 
reducing their fall until they landed on the ground. 

Without hesitation, they rushed forward with hopes of helping Alicia. 

Tyrion stood at the top of the tower, his expression entirely strange as he 
stared at the figures almost a kilometer away. While he was still a genetic 
soldier and far from Demonic Fighters with senses sharp enough to cover a 
kilometer radius, the owing of a second heart also enhanced his senses by a 
bit. 

He couldn't see the situation all that clearly but he could tell that Alicia was in 
no danger, in fact, it was the opposite. She seem to be in control of the entire 
situation, making things extremely bizarre. 

With flashing eyes, he thought for a while before leaping from the 500 meters 
tall building, free falling. 

Just as he landed to the ground, 

"BANG!" "SNAP!" "CRACK!!!" 

His feet immediately shattered and the flesh exploded. Cracks skimmed up 
his leg bones like an earth quake as his waist bursted out like an explosive. 

His pelvis revealed numerous cracks in them as the flesh there also 
exploded... His dragon of course couldn't handle such transmission of force 
and elongated before snapping of like a sliced piece of hotdog. 



Blood splattered to the ground as Tyrion laid there with about half his lower 
body gone. 

In the next second after the damage, his flesh blood and bones began to 
repair as though an invisible hand was recreating them out of thin air. 

[Major injury +0000 points (self inflicted damage cannot earn damage points)] 

"Not even this works?" Tyrion raised an eye brow before standing up, quickly 
changing to a new set of trousers. 

With phantom step, he quickly caught up to the others and arrived at the 
scene at the same time they did. 

They were about to attack when they they stopped in their tracks, stunned. 

The entire squad of Lion Heart laid dead with holes in their hearts, leaving just 
Ligna, captain of the squad. 

But this wasn't what shocked them. What shocked them was Alicia's current 
look. 

Her body was entirely shrouded by a mist of dark shadows. Her previously 
valiant look had kow been replaced by a delicate one and her face was 
extremely pale as though she didn't have a tinge of blood in them. 

Her eyes were entirely black and eerie and seem to be a bottomless put that 
sucks the souls of their enemies within. 

Her lips, dripped with blood and on her palm was a half-eaten, still-beating 
heart of a grown man, spurting out blood. 

Her mouth was slightly parted, revealing sharp fangs and her body which had 
been previously covered with clothing was entirely stark naked. 

Her perky mountains, standing freely like two mountain peaks placed 
horizontally. 

A single line of hair below her belly button went further into the abyss of her 
thighs as they squirmed with faint shadowy wetness. 



Noticing the intruders, Alicia's black pupils lifted from the heart offered to her 
by Ligna and her breasts bounced as she fixed her gaze onto the three people 
intruder... 
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"BOOM!" 

The world seem to change color and an intense sense of crises envelop the 
entire squad. 

"BANG!" 

All the colors in their eyes turned black and with as an intense pressure 
descended on them. 

"THUMP!!!" 

Their hearts pounded heavily as though wanting to leap out of their chest as 
pure, raw primal fear enveloped them. 

Alicia's head tilted and her lips curved to a deadly smile, beautiful smile that 
could topple not just nations but worlds. 

"I thought I said to run?" 

"BOOM!!!" 

Jason's groaned as his head felt dizzy due to the intense pressure and fear. 
He immediately but his lips to wake himself up. 

Vander immediately blacked out from raw fear but his body remained standing 
whole Tyrion's muscles simply shook, with veins popping out from his eyes, 
neck and head. 

"What intense pressure!" Tyrion was completely shocked. 



It wasn't a pressure formed from just raw power but a pressure of an higher 
existence towards a lower existence! Like the fear a rabbit feel when 
encountering a dinosaur. 

"It's a pity I to kill you now that you've seen my true self." With that, she seem 
to have faded from existence and arrived before Vander. 

"BANG!" 

His body trembled as his heart was directly ripped out  from him from behind. 
At the same time, she arrived before Jason. 

"BANG!!" 

He wasn't able to react as a hand reaches through his body and ripped his 
heart out, blood splashed to the air in slo-mo. 

In that same fraction of a second, she arrived behind Tyrion. 

"BANG!" 

His heart directly ripped out like a plucked apple fruit. 

 


